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Abstract

The central role of the resident innate immune cells of the brain (microglia) in neurodegeneration has become
clear over the past few years largely through genome-wide association studies (GWAS), and has rapidly become an
active area of research. However, a mechanistic understanding (gene to function) has lagged behind. That is now
beginning to change, as exemplified by a number of recent exciting and important reports that provide insight
into the function of two key gene products – TREM2 (Triggering Receptor Expressed On Myeloid Cells 2) and PLCγ2
(Phospholipase C gamma2) – in microglia, and their role in neurodegenerative disorders. In this review we explore
and discuss these recent advances and the opportunities that they may provide for the development of new
therapies.
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Background
Polymorphisms in microglial genes have been associated
with both increased and decreased susceptibility to late on-
set Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) [1]. The identification of
these coding variants not only provides insights into the
biological mechanisms involved in the disease, but it can
also inform on new, hypothesis-driven, drug-discovery pro-
grams. As such, beyond identification and confirmation of
expression, further studies are essential to unravel the effect
of the variants on protein function, and subsequent micro-
glial functional phenotypes in specific disease-contexts.
Amongst the polymorphisms linked to LOAD, one such

example is provided by the related innate immune genes
TREM2 and PLCG2. TREM2 is a transmembrane receptor
present on cells of the myeloid lineage including central
nervous system (CNS) microglia, bone osteoclasts, alveolar
and peritoneal macrophages [2].

A main effector downstream of TREM2, PLCγ2 is an
intracellular lipase recruited to the membrane upon acti-
vation [3, 4]. PLCγ2 is expressed in cells of the
hematopoietic lineage [5].
Several variants in TREM2 have been linked to in-

creased LOAD risk [1, 6]. These have been extensively
reviewed elsewhere [7]. Conversely, a protective poly-
morphism in PLCG2 (rs72824905: p.Pro522Arg) has
been associated with: decreased risk of LOAD (odds ra-
tio = 0.68; minor allele frequency cases = 0.0059, con-
trols = 0.0093 [1]), Dementia with Lewy Bodies and
Frontotemporal Dementia, slowed disease progression,
which correlated with a reduction of pTau181 and tTau
in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [8], and finally promotion of
healthy ageing [1, 8, 9]. Moreover, the protective PLCγ2
variant seems to counteract the harmful effect of the
APOE ε4 allele, as shown for a cognitively healthy cen-
tenarian carrying both the homozygous APOE ε4 and
the PLCG2 protective polymorphism [9]. Additional
haplotypes around PLCG2 have been recently found to
be associated with AD [10–12]. However, the effects of
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TREM2 and PLCG2 polymorphisms might depend on
the type of brain disease, stage of neurodegeneration
[13] and on gene-dosage, or the level of enzymatic activ-
ity produced. Thus, a better understanding of these
pathways in immune function, and in specific disease-
context, is required to properly design therapeutic
strategies.
In the CNS, TREM2 and PLCγ2 are enriched in

microglia where they exert an important role in support-
ing a variety of activities such as lipid sensing, and
phagocytosis. TREM2 is required for the conversion of
microglia from a homeostatic to a disease activated state
[14, 15], which potentially confers neuroprotection by
enhancing microglial function, including an up-
regulation of genes implicated in migration [16], phago-
cytosis [17], survival [18] and lipid metabolism [19].
Sensing membrane damage, phagocytosis and clearance
of debris represent key microglial responses to neurode-
generation. Additionally, proper regulation of lipid me-
tabolism is essential to support these functions [20]. Of
note, restoration of myeloid cell bioenergetics was
shown to reverse cognitive decline in ageing [21]. Evi-
dence from these studies, together with the genetic link
to LOAD, places these regulatory genes at the core of
the microglial “defence mechanisms” against dementia.
In the next sections we aim to 1) review the current

knowledge around the TREM2/PLCγ2 pathways in im-
mune cells, 2) offer new insights into the structure and
function of these proteins and their variants in disease,
and 3) discuss the implications for the development of
new therapies for neurodegeneration.

Main text
The role of TREM2 and PLCG2 in immune cell biology
TREM2/PLCγ2 function in peripheral and CNS immune cells
TREM2 and PLCγ2 function has until recently been
more thoroughly investigated in peripheral immune cells
than in the CNS, with variants of these genes known to
cause diseases such as Nasu-Hakola disease (TREM2)
[22], and PLCγ2-associated antibody deficiency (PLAID),
or autoinflammation and PLAID (APLAID) [3]. These
proteins are critical for the proper maturation, mainten-
ance and function of a range of immune and
hematopoietic-lineage cells [5, 23]. TREM2 expression is
restricted to myeloid lineage, including dendritic cells
and monocytes, as well as parenchymal macrophages
residing in various tissues/organs, such as the lungs,
bones and liver [4, 23] (https://www.proteinatlas.org/
ENSG00000095970-TREM2/celltype [24]). On the other
hand, PLCγ2 is more broadly present in myeloid cells [5,
25, 26], neutrophils [25, 27], mast cells [25], NK cells [5,
25], B-cells and platelets [5, 28, 29] (https://www.
proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000197943-PLCG2/celltype
[24]). In these cells, PLCγ2, downstream of B-cell

receptor and Fc receptor signalling, regulates calcium-
dependent functions supporting immune and inflamma-
tory responses [5, 28]. See also the paragraph “PLCG2
variants: the Good, the Bad and the Ugly” for a review
on the consequences of PLCγ2 loss of function (LOF) in
peripheral immune cells.
TREM2 and PLCγ2 signalling has been shown to regu-

late several immune functions in macrophages, promot-
ing both pro- or anti-inflammatory responses, depending
on cellular state and influence of the local environment
[4]. While TREM2 activation causes inhibition of the
Toll-like-receptor (TLR)-induced proinflammatory cyto-
kine responses in macrophages and dendritic cells [30],
PLCγ2 activation leads to an increase in cytoplasmic cal-
cium, that supports the assembly of the pyrin (PYD)-do-
main-containing protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome, and
pro-inflammatory cytokine release in human blood
monocytes [31], bone-marrow-derived macrophages
(BMDM) and dendritic cells [32].
It is possible that similar functions might be exerted

by these enzymes in innate immune cell of the CNS. In-
deed, investigations in microglia suggested that the
TREM2 pathway promotes anti-inflammatory responses
[33], while PLCγ2 activation seems to induce pro-
inflammatory cytokine secretion [34]. However, more
studies are needed to fully address this in microglia. It is
worth noting that, in microglia, TREM2 might also sig-
nal via other pathways (such as Phosphoinositide 3 Kin-
ase (PI3K)) and PLCγ2 can be activated via other
receptors such as Fc. Nevertheless, for the scope of this
review we focus on TREM2 and PLCγ2 signalling to-
gether, given that: i) protein-protein interaction network
analysis [1] and in vitro studies show evidence for inter-
action of the two proteins in microglia [34]; ii) PLCG2
Knock-out (KO) microglia cells largely phenocopy
TREM2 KO cells [34]; iii) in vivo work has validated
mRNA co-expression in subcellular domains [26]. More-
over, although their precise function in neurodegenera-
tion is still unclear, both genes display variants that are
strongly associated with AD. Microglia functions de-
pending on the TREM2 and PLCγ2 signalling pathways
are listed in Fig. 1a.

TREM2/PLCγ2 signalling in lipid metabolism
In the CNS, TREM2 interacts with a variety of ligands,
but it is most notably a receptor for lipid substrates [17,
19, 48]. TREM2 binds lipids exposed on the surface of
apoptotic cells [49, 50], as well as ApoE [51] and lipi-
dated Amyloid beta (Aβ) [52]. In addition to binding
lipid ligands, the TREM2 signalling cascade, of which
PLCγ2 is a key pathway component, plays an important
role in regulating lipid metabolism [19, 34]. TREM2 KO
microglia, both in vivo and in human induced pluripo-
tent stem cells (iPSCs), fail to clear cholesterol esters
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Fig. 1 TREM2 and PLCγ2 functions, and signalling networks regulating their activation in microglia. a Summary of the microglial physiological
functions associated with TREM2 and PLCγ2 activation. b A representation of some candidate proteins that are expressed in microglia and
maintain TREM2/DAP12 in an inactive state. In absence of activating signals, PLCγ2 is neither recruited to the membrane or activated but instead
maintained in its autoinhibited form in the cytoplasm. c A possible, simplified, model for the signalling from ligand bound TREM2, through
DAP12 and non-receptor kinases (such as Syk and Src) to the adapter protein LAT2/BLNK. Tyrosine phosphorylation on membrane localised
adaptors like LAT2 allow the recruitment of signalling proteins like PLCγ2 and other molecules to the vicinity of the plasma membrane where
their substrate PIP2 is localised. d Model for recruitment and activation of PLCγ2 and consequences of PLCγ2 activity in microglial cell signalling,
survival and phagocytosis. In addition to interactions with the adaptors that mainly contribute to the recruitment, a number of proteins have
been shown to be important for PLCγ2 activation in various immune cells; these include BTK and Syk kinases, mediating tyrosine
phosphorylation, and a small-GTPase Rac that could contribute to phosphorylation-independent activation. The relative importance of these
inputs in microglia remains to be elucidated
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that accumulate as a result of myelin challenge [19]. Fur-
thermore, Piers et al. revealed that AD-associated TREM2
LOF variants, including p.R47H, are defective in lipid
binding, which results in the inability of microglia to con-
vert their metabolic state from oxidative phosphorylation
to glycolysis [53]. This locked immunometabolic switch
may underlie the defective lipid metabolism observed in
cells lacking TREM2, or carrying a LOF mutation. Indeed,
TREM2 deficiency is known to prevent a conversion of
microglia to the disease associated microglial (DAM) state
[19], and the transcription of several genes governing me-
tabolism are also modulated in this state [54].
Cholesterol ester aggregates have been found in

TREM2 KO and AD-variant human iPSC microglia, and
lipid droplets have also been identified in aged/patho-
logical microglia, pointing towards a role for lipid accu-
mulation in AD [20]. In contrast to the observed effect
of TREM2 governing lipid metabolism [19, 53], RNA-
seq analysis of Lipid Droplet Accumulating Microglia
(LDAM) isolated from aged mice revealed there are no
changes in TREM2 expression in this cell type [20].
However, phagocytic deficits in LDAM were observed,
in line with defective conversion of microglia to the pro-
tective DAM phenotype [20], indicating a lack of
TREM2-driven phenotypic switch or TREM2 LOF. This
could be representative of changes in TREM2 expression
or shedding, both of which are altered during ageing and
disease [55], thereby reducing TREM2-mediated signalling
and subsequent conversion of microglia to DAM [56].
Interestingly, lipid-associated macrophages have recently
been identified in mouse and human adipose tissue, where
TREM2 expression was found to regulate lipid homeosta-
sis [57]. These cells had a similar transcriptional profile to
DAM [57], in agreement with findings from Nugent et al.,
who demonstrated the importance of TREM2 in the clear-
ance of cholesterol esters [19]. Whilst contradictory, to-
gether these studies highlight the pathogenic effect of lipid
accumulation, and the importance of lipid metabolism in
microglia.
Whilst TREM2 is the receptor for lipid binding, PLCγ2 is

implicated as a key signalling node that links TREM2 acti-
vation with microglial lipid metabolism, and altered pheno-
type in KO cells [34]. PLCG2 KO in human iPSC
macrophages was shown to inhibit TREM2 signalling, as
demonstrated by a reduction in inositol monophosphate
(IP1) accumulation when compared to wild type (WT) cells.
Interestingly, RNA-seq analysis of TREM2 KO and PLCG2
KO human iPSC macrophages revealed that these lines
shared the same transcriptional changes, and of note, lipid
processing genes, including LPL, LIPA, APOC1, FABP5 and
PLIN2, were downregulated in both lines under basal con-
ditions [34]. This correlated with a reduced ability of both
lines to clear cholesterol esters, indicating that PLCγ2 is re-
sponsible for lipid handling in microglia. Overexpression of

the protective PLCγ2 variant, p.P522R, revealed that this
mutation enhanced the clearance of cholesterol esters, sug-
gesting that it may act to modulate lipid metabolism and
restore microglial functionality. Further analysis of the
crosstalk between TREM2 and PLCγ2 showed that PLCγ2
is required for phagocytosis of axonal debris in an axotomy
model [34]. Both TREM2 KO and PLCG2 KO iPSC-
derived microglia were equivalently deficient in clearing
axonal debris, which correlated with an increase in lipid ac-
cumulation in these cells. It will be important to see
whether additional similarities in phenotype are observed
by others to corroborate these findings.

Microglia signalling networks: linking TREM2 to PLCγ2
A parallelism between signalling pathways of immune B-/T-
cell receptors and TREM2
Investigating the signalling network that links TREM2 and
PLCγ2 will be crucial to understanding the precise roles
that these proteins play in physiological microglial func-
tion. Currently, we have a rather scant knowledge of
PLCγ2 signalling pathways in macrophages and microglia,
when compared to PLCγ signalling in B- and T-cells [2,
58]. Nevertheless, there are many parallels amongst these
various cells in the proteins involved in linking and regu-
lating cell surface receptors and PLCγ isoforms.
TREM2 function is regulated via interactions and

crosstalk with other receptors, including the AD risk hits
CD33, and the Ms4A gene-cluster products [23, 59]. A
survey of TREM2, its ligands, and potential role in AD
have been recently covered elsewhere [23, 60]. The mo-
lecular mechanism of how conformational change in
TREM2 propagates signals through the membrane to
intracellular components is not fully understood. It is
known, however, that the TREM2 co-receptor DNAX
Activating Protein of 12 kDa (DAP12) becomes phos-
phorylated on intracellular tyrosine residues. An analo-
gous signal propagation occurs in the T-cell receptor,
but even in this well-studied example, with many avail-
able structures, not all of the aspects of the molecular
details are known [61]. In the context of microglia, the
kinase responsible for phosphorylating the Immunore-
ceptor Tyrosine Activation Motif (ITAM) residues on
DAP12 is likely to be Src [62] or a Src-family kinase
such as Lyn [63, 64]. Src kinase is a non-receptor tyro-
sine kinase that is constitutively membrane-localised due
to myristoylation at its N-terminus [65]. In many cells,
the activation state of Src is held in balance by a number
of regulating proteins, which include the kinase Csk and
the phosphatase CD45 (Fig. 1b). Src activity is sup-
pressed by phosphorylation on Tyr527 that is catalysed
by Csk. The structural basis of this process is well
understood [66]. The role of CD45 in blood cells is ra-
ther more enigmatic. It is known to be expressed in
microglia [67], albeit not to the extent of its expression
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in T-cells, where it is one of the most abundant proteins
in the plasma membrane (PM) [68]. It has been pro-
posed that its role in T-cells is to act as a signalling gate-
keeper that prevents T-cell receptor activation by
weakly-binding antigens, but promotes activation of
strongly-binding antigens. This role could be preserved
in microglia and other cells of the innate immune sys-
tem, but quite possibly its regulatory role could be subtly
different.

The pathway downstream of TREM2 activation
Although many of the proteins linking TREM2/DAP12
activation to downstream targets have not yet been re-
ported, it is likely that the signalling pathways are analo-
gous to those described in Fc receptor signalling, in as
much as Src phosphorylation on the tyrosine residues of
DAP12 creates a binding site for the non-receptor spleen
tyrosine kinase (Syk). Once recruited to the DAP12
ITAM motif, Syk is phosphorylated by Src on its activa-
tion loop and this then initiates an autophosphorylation
of other Syk molecules [69] (Fig. 1c). Within B-cells it is
known that Syk has a number of targets, which include
the adaptor protein B-cell Linker Protein (BLNK) and
the Brutons Tyrosine Kinase (BTK); the latter is also an
effector of phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-triphosphate
(PIP3), generated by PI3K. Phosphorylated BLNK binds
to PLCγ2, and recruited PLCγ2 is phosphorylated and
activated by BTK [70].
In BMDMs macrophages, ligation of TREM2 in-

duces the recruitment of the p85 subunit of the PI3K
enzyme to the DAP12 complex [71]. PI3K then con-
verts phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2)
into PIP3, which seems to be important for the re-
cruitment of the scaffolding proteins [4]. It is un-
known whether this would be an important step
leading to activation of PLCγ2.
Within microglia it has been suggested that Linkers for

Activation of T- and B-cells (LAT, LAB or LAT2), rather
than BLNK, could be phosphorylated by Syk, or that Syk
may directly phosphorylate and activate PLCγ2, thus
bypassing BTK in these cells [4, 62]. In microglia, it is also
unclear to what extent other adaptor proteins are re-
cruited and associated with PLCγ2 at the membrane. In
the context of T-cell signalling, it is documented that sev-
eral adaptor proteins are associated with activated PLCγ1,
including LAT, SH2-domain-containing leukocyte protein
of 76 kDa (SLP76) and GRB2-related adaptor downstream
of Shc (GADS) [72]. An important consideration with
regards to PLCγ signalling is that the molecule is localised
to the cytoplasm in “resting” cells, and therefore its activa-
tion is a two-step process involving recruitment to the
membrane compartment, and then removal of autoinhibi-
tion (Fig. 1d). In signalling downstream of receptor tyro-
sine kinases (RTKs), these molecules both recruit and

activate PLCγ. In contrast, in T-cells, B-cells and signalling
downstream of TREM2 in microglia, these processes are
more complex. In microglia, the exact components in-
volved in recruitment or direct activation have not yet
been identified.
Another potential component of PLCγ activation, spe-

cific to the PLCγ2 isoform and therefore potentially rele-
vant for signalling in microglia, is Rac-driven activation.
PLCγ2 activation downstream of Rac is phosphorylation-
independent and involves the lipid-modified, GTP-bound
form of Rac [73]. Rac is known to be activated down-
stream of TREM2/DAP12 via Syk and Vav2/3 activation
[56]. Although the exact mechanism of PLCγ2 activation
driven by Rac is unknown, it is intriguing that the split PH
(spPH) domain is now known to be one of the main
lynchpins of autoinhibition, and that Rac binds directly to
this domain. BTK has been shown to recruit PLCγ2 to the
PM, and the activation can occur through Rac in the ab-
sence of phosphorylation [74]. Further studies will eluci-
date if this Rac/PLCγ2 pathway plays an important role in
microglial signalling.
Upon activation, PLCγ2 hydrolyses the PM-inner-

leaflet-localised lipid, PIP2, to produce inositol (1,4,5)-tris-
phosphate and diacylglycerol (DAG) [75, 76]. Both prod-
ucts of the reaction have roles in intracellular signaling,
with IP3 production leading to Ca2+ release from intracel-
lular stores, and DAG leading to activation of protein kin-
ase C (PKC) isozymes, the NLRP3 inflammasome [31, 34],
as well as other proteins [77]. It is not only the increase in
the products of PLC activity that should be considered,
but also the reduction in localised PIP2 that can result
from PLC activation. PIP2 plays a crucial role in regulating
a number of cellular processes or molecules, including
actin polymerisation, endocytosis, exocytosis, ion channels
and G-protein-coupled receptors [78, 79]. Another conse-
quence of PIP2 hydrolysis is the production of protons,
which can lead to localised decreases in the juxtamem-
brane pH [80, 81]. All of these facets would need to be
considered when trying to understand the various roles of
PLCγ2 in microglial functions.

Understanding PLCγ2 function and regulation: a
structural perspective
A crystal structure is available for TREM2 [82]. Con-
versely, there are currently no structures for the full-
length PLCγ2 molecule, but we can infer some useful in-
formation from the recently-published crystal and cryo-
electron microscopy (cryoEM) structures of the closely re-
lated PLCγ1 molecule [83, 84]. Both proteins share the
same domain structure (Fig. 2a), and have significant
amino acid identity: consequently it is possible to derive a
homology model of PLCγ2 that includes domain linkers
(Fig. 2b). The catalytic capabilities of PLCγ isoforms reside
in the core region of the enzyme, which consists of an N-
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terminal PH domain, EF-hands, TIM-like barrel and a C2
domain. The substrate recognition site and residues in-
volved in inositol-lipid hydrolysis are within the catalytic,
TIM-like barrel domain. These core domains are shared
by most of the mammalian PI-PLCs. PLCγ isozymes are
unique in that their regulatory domains are inserted
within linkers in the TIM-like barrel, and consist of a
spPH, two SH2 and an SH3 domain. This regulatory re-
gion is commonly referred to as the γ-specific array (γSA).
The N-terminal SH2 (nSH2) domain is positioned at a
distance from the core catalytic domains, and is essentially
the principal interaction domain for binding to the phos-
photyrosine residues in partner proteins [87]. The partner
protein could be a RTK [84, 88] or a phosphotyrosine
motif associated with an adaptor protein, such as LAT in
T-cells [72], or BLNK in B-cells [89]. The SH3 domain is
not visible in the cryoEM structure: this suggests that this
domain and its associated linkers are highly flexible in the
WT protein. The SH3 domain binds to poly-proline mo-
tifs in adaptors and other proteins [90]. The crystal and
cryoEM structures reveal how the catalytic and γSA re-
gions interact, thus maintaining PLCγ in an autoinhibited

state [83, 84]. Specifically, there are two regions of auto-
inhibitory interface. Firstly, contact between the TIM-like
barrel and spPH domains and, secondly, contacts between
the C2 and cSH2 domains. These inhibitory interactions
are released after phosphorylation; selective activation by
Rac may occur via a different mechanism. Mutations at ei-
ther of these interfaces can be sufficient to disrupt the
autoinhibition, and lead to an activated PLCγ. The effects
of such mutations and variants of these enzymes will be
discussed in the next sections.

The effect of TREM2 and PLCγ2 LOAD-associated variants
on microglial function and in the context of amyloid/tau
deposition in AD
Computational models place TREM2 and other effectors
in the pathway – including Syk and BLNK – in a module
associated with microglia responses to Aβ [91]. Several
LOAD-associated variants in genes expressed within
microglia have been identified [92], which have direct ef-
fects on microglial phenotype [93], and can alter the
course of the disease. Many of these genes act together
in distinct signalling pathways and, of note, TREM2 and

Fig. 2 Structural insights relating to PLCγ2 and the AD protective mutation. a The domain structure of PLCγ2. The amino acid identities when
compared to PLCγ1 for individual domains and some linkers are indicated. Also indicated are the positions of the P522R AD mutation, the Y759
and Y1217 residues potentially involved in enzyme regulation through phosphorylation. b Model of the structure of PLCγ2 prepared in the
Schrödinger suite (Schrödinger Release 2018–3: Prime, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2020) using the program Prime to predict loops [85, 86].
The homology model was built from the Uniprot sequence of PLCγ2 (P16885) and the PLCγ1 structure (pdb:6PBC) was used as template. c Front
and top view of the PLCγ2 structural model with the following features indicated: autoinhibitory interface between the core, catalytic domains
and the specific array domains (purple). The location of mutations identified in a range of pathologies (blue). The location of the protective AD
mutation on the inter spPH-nSH2 linker (red)
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PLCγ2 interact in the same cascade (Fig. 1) to modulate
microglial migration, phagocytosis, and survival [34, 94].

TREM2 and PLCG2 LOAD-associated variants exhibit
opposing cellular phenotypes
Several mutations in TREM2 (at least 27) have now been
associated with disease. Homozygous Q33X, Y38C and
T66M variants have been identified in patients with
Nasu-Hakola disease [44, 47, 95].
AD-associated TREM2 risk variants – including

p.H157Y, p.R98W, p.D87N, p.T66M, p.R62H, p.R47H,
p.Y38C and p.Q33X [6, 43] – affect TREM2 function by
various mechanisms, such as reduced ligand binding
(p.R47H [96], p.R62H [97]), reduced cell surface expres-
sion (p.T66M [98]), and increased shedding (p.H157Y
[45], Table 1). Although the functional effects of these
mutations vary, and the impacts on TREM2 signalling
require further investigation, these variants seem to pre-
dominately result in a degree of TREM2 LOF.
The most characterised variant of TREM2 (p.R47H)

shows defects in ligand binding [6, 37, 38, 97], which im-
pacts the ability of TREM2 to recognise damage, and in-
duce microglial changes, resulting in a dampened
response to pathological insults such as Aβ deposition.
As TREM2 elicits its functional effect via activation of
PLCγ2, it is not surprising that KO of PLCγ2 produces
similar phenotypes and, indeed, PLCG2 KO iPSC micro-
glia and macrophages exhibit reduced signalling, phago-
cytic deficits, and reduction in lipid metabolism, which
are also observed in TREM2 KO iPSC lines [34].
Large-scale GWAS have recently identified several

polymorphisms in PLCG2 associated with AD. A large
meta-analysis found a new polymorphism (rs12446759)

that confers protection against AD (OR = 0.94) [11]. This
is located in a region upstream of the PLCG2 coding se-
quence, with unknown effect on expression, or protein
function. The same study also identified a mutation in
BLNK negatively associated with AD (OR = 0.89), with
considerable expression-quantitative-trait-loci (eQTL)
colocalization in dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex and in
microglia [11]. A further polymorphism with unknown
function has been identified, which maps to an intron of
the PLCG2 gene and is associated with AD [10].
The best described PLCG2AD-associated mutation

is rs72824905 [1, 8, 9] (Table 1). In contrast to the
TREM2 LOAD variants, which are predominantly
LOF and increase the risk of AD, the PLCγ2 variant
p.P522R has been identified as a protective gain of
function (GOF) mutation [1, 26]. p.P522R has been
shown to be a functional hypermorph in assays using
human cell lines overexpressing it [26]. In these stud-
ies, the activity of the AD-protective variant (mea-
sured by P3/1 accumulation and intracellular calcium
flux) was elevated in comparison to the WT PLCγ2
upon EGF receptor stimulation, but not at basal
levels. This is in contrast to the pathogenic mutations
that, additionally, show enhanced basal activity when
overexpressed in human cells. Furthermore, data in
human iPSC-derived macrophages has corroborated
this finding, demonstrating that intracellular calcium
was elevated following PLCγ2 stimulation with an
FcγRII-activating antibody in the P522R variant lines,
when compared with the WT [36].
Recent studies in mouse microglia have indicated that

basal levels of PIP2 may be decreased in cells harbouring
the p.P522R variant, suggesting that in the mouse brain

Table 1 Summary of the effect of the main LOAD-associated variants on microglia phenotypes and in AD

Variant Microglia phenotype AD Clinical phenotype Further comment

PLCγ2 p.P522R Improved survival, increased
inflammatory responses [35],
reduction of cholesterol ester
accumulation,
Increased phagocytosis [36]

Protection against AD [1], DLB
and FTD [9], promotion of healthy
ageing [9], slower rate of cognitive
decline [8], mitigation of tau
pathology in presence of amyloid [8]

Indirect measurements on
BMDMs and BV2 cells [35].
Studies carried out on IPSC-
derived microglia-like cells [34]

TREM2 p.R47H Impaired myeloid cell response
to plaque in vivo and reduced
proliferation [37], increased
expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines [38], reduced cell
adhesion and altered surface
levels observed in iPSC-derived
macrophages [39]

Not clear
Shown by [40] to increase apraxia,
psychiatric and parkinsonian symptoms
when compared to non-carriers, but no
differences in clinical phenotype
observed by [41]

In non-symptomatic carriers, elderly
individuals show poor cognitive
function [42]). There seems to be
too few studies with carriers vs non
carriers to draw clear conclusions
about the contribution of this variant
to disease.

TREM2 p.Q33X Loss of TREM2 expression [43],
no studies into effect on microglia
phenotype

Heterozygous carriers show typical
AD pathology with brain atrophy [44]

Found in FTD patients [44]

TREM2 p.H157Y Increased shedding from microglia
[45], leading to phagocytosis deficits [46]

Results in an increased risk of Alzheimer’s
disease, but the clinical phenotype is not
characterised [47]

TREM2 p.R62H Impaired phagocytosis of Abeta [17] Unclear due to rarity of this variant
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the P522R mutation might elicit an increase in basal
PLCγ2 function [36]. In agreement with this finding,
BMDMs from mice harbouring the p.P522R variant,
were found to have increased basal IP1 levels when com-
pared to WT [35]. Furthermore, Positron Emission
Tomography imaging, using the 18F-FPEA probe to de-
tect Translocator Protein (TSPO) activity, revealed that
P522R Knock-In (KI) mice showed an increase in micro-
glial activity when compared to WT littermates [35].
This increased basal activity of the p.P522R variant has
only been demonstrated in mouse models to date, and
more work is therefore required to determine whether
this is also true in human iPSC macrophages from engi-
neered lines, and patient-derived cells.
Whilst TREM2 LOAD variants typically induce a re-

duction in microglial phagocytosis and survival, the
PLCγ2 p.P522R variant causes an increase in these bene-
ficial microglial phenotypes [35, 36]. Studies in mouse
BMDMs revealed that cells derived from P522R KI mice
had an increased capacity to phagocytose pHrodo-
labelled zymosan, in comparison to WT BMDMs [35].
Furthermore, Maguire et al. demonstrated that p.P522R
increased Aβ-oligomer clearance when compared with
WT expressing microglia, macrophages, and human de-
rived iPSC macrophages [36]. These findings therefore
indicate that p.P522R may be protective in inducing
clearance of Aβ, however, more work is needed to cor-
roborate these findings. Importantly, the p.P522R variant
increases BMDM survival after withdrawal of the macro-
phage colony-stimulating factor [35]. The p.P522R vari-
ant has also been shown to increase lipid metabolism in
human iPSC macrophages, with cells harbouring this
mutation exhibiting a reduced accumulation of choles-
terol esters when compared with WT cells [34]. Whist
more work is needed to corroborate these findings, data
so far indicates that p.P522R enhances the protective
phenotype of microglia.

Structural basis for the PLCG2 P522R hypermorphic effect
A number of mutations in PLCG2 (about 75%), that
have been previously implicated in various inflammatory
diseases [92–102], actually map to the autoinhibitory
interface on the PLCγ2 model structure and can be con-
sidered as pathogenic (Fig. 2c). Interestingly, the PLCG2
mutation that is protective in AD, P522R, is located on
the linker in the γSA region that connects the spPH and
nSH2 domains (Fig. 2c). This position is clearly distinct
from the autoinhibitory interface, and it is linked to a
quantitatively lower hypermorphic effect on the activity
of PLCγ2 compared to the pathogenic mutations (see
the chapter “The spectrum of clinical phenotypes mani-
fested by TREM2 and PLCG2 polymorphisms”).
We can therefore classify mutations in PLCγ2 into two

principal groups. The first group includes mutations that

cause disease and mainly affect the autoinhibitory inter-
face. These are mostly strongly activating (Fig. 2c). In
contrast are the mutations that very mildly activate, the
only known example to date is P522R. The phenotypic
outcome of these mutations is discussed in the next
section.
Another essential aspect is how we can mechanistically

explain the mildly-activating phenotype caused by the
P522R mutation. As outlined, the mutation is located on
a linker between the spPH and nSH2 domains (Fig. 2c).
The equivalent linker in PLCγ1 is not visible in either
the crystal or cryoEM structures, and that most probably
suggests linker flexibility. The introduction of an argin-
ine at this position brings a positive charge in a predom-
inantly electronegative linker. This could have various
consequences, including introducing an interaction be-
tween this arginine and elements of the autoinhibitory
interface, thus causing mild disruption in this region. Al-
ternatively, the positive charge could lead to stabilisation
of the activated PLCγ2 at the membrane, due to in-
creased affinity with the predominantly-negative inner
leaflet of the PM. This latter possibility means that the
phenotype would only be seen when PLCγ2 is activated
downstream of receptor signalling. A further possibility
is that the mutation may influence the PLCγ2 protein-
protein interaction network. This potential re-wiring of
the PLCγ2 interactome could imbibe it with properties
that are not shared with the WT variant.

TREM2 and PLCγ2 LOAD variants in AD: data from mouse
models and humans
The TREM2 and PLCγ2 LOAD variants have been
shown to affect amyloid and tau deposition in mouse
models and patients. Mixed effects were described re-
garding TREM2 LOF on AD mouse models, potentially
depending on the stage of the disease, and the model
used. TREM2 deficiency has been reported to result in a
higher deposition of amyloid in the hippocampus of
5XFAD mice, and was found to reduce the recruitment
of microglia to plaques [16, 50]. Furthermore, studies
examining post-mortem tissue from patients with AD
revealed that microglia from individuals carrying the
TREM2 R47H mutation failed to surround Aβ plaques,
which correlated with an increase in filamentous amyl-
oid deposits and phospho-tau-positive neurites in the
brain [16, 103]. A recent report, however, highlights that
the variant p.R47H seems to attenuate neurodegenera-
tion in the PS19 model of tauopathy, and a positive
modulation of the Trem2 function might lead to in-
crease microgliosis and damage in advanced stages of
tauopathy [13]. It is unclear, though, how this relates to
humans, as R47H is clearly linked to an increased risk of
AD [40, 41]. Additionally, patients carrying this
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mutation exhibit higher levels of both total tau and
phosphorylated tau in CSF compared to non-carriers
[104].
The P522R PLCG2 polymorphism was found to be

protective against cognitive decline in patients with high
levels of Aβ1–42, in comparison to individuals expressing
common variants [8]. It will be important to determine
whether the p.P522R variant affects amyloid deposition,
or tau pathology, in mouse models of AD. From the
findings in cell-based models and human disease, it
could be hypothesised that p.P522R promotes microglial
clearance of Aβ plaques, enhances microglial survival
and increases microglial activity, in line with findings in
mouse-isolated BMDMs [35]. Despite these advances,
the precise role of TREM2 and PLCγ2 in AD pathogen-
esis still needs to be investigated further. In addition to a
role for the TREM2/PLCγ2 signalling pathway in dis-
ease, it will also be important to consider independent
functions of these two genes that might involve other
cascades.

The spectrum of clinical phenotypes manifested by
TREM2 and PLCG2 polymorphisms
TREM2 and PLCγ2 variants can cause a broad range of
effects and disturbances depending on the type of muta-
tion, cell type and organ/system affected. A common
theme, however, is the involvement of the immune

system and various forms of inflammation. The variety
of clinical phenotypes manifested by key TREM2 and
PLCG2 polymorphisms in humans and mice is sum-
marised in Fig. 3.

TREM2 variants
The clinical phenotypes caused by TREM2 variants
described above, range from mild to complete LOF
(Table 1). TREM2 deficiency leads to adverse pheno-
types involving mostly the brain and the bones, and
manifesting more severely in humans than mice [42,
105]. Humans with TREM2 deficiency develop the
Nasu-Hakola syndrome, characterised by dementia and
bone cysts [106], while several Trem2 KO mice show
various – sometimes contradictory – phenotypes due to
alterations of expression in other genes beyond Trem2
(e.g. Trem1L) in some models [107]. Interestingly, hu-
man TREM2 upregulation has been shown to ameliorate
neuropathology and memory deficits in 5XFAD and
APPswe/PS1dE9 AD mouse models, via microglial mo-
lecular reprogramming [108]. It remains to be deter-
mined whether increased TREM2 gene dosage results in
a potentiation of TREM2 downstream signalling path-
way. Most importantly, it would be crucial to demon-
strate whether human AD patients would similarly
benefit from this increased TREM2 gene dosage and, if

Fig. 3 Range of phenotypes of the TREM2 and PLCγ2 variants. Summary of main variants and reported phenotypic consequences in mouse
models and humans. Abbreviations: NHD, Nasu-Hakola Disease; AD, Alzheimer’s Disease; FTD, FrontoTempotal Dementia; APLAID,
autoinflammation and PLCγ2-associated antibody deficiency
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so, at which stage of disease (or in which patients) would
this effect be most beneficial.

PLCG2 variants: the good, the bad and the ugly
In both humans and mice, PLCγ2 loss, as well as strong
GOF, mostly results in detrimental and sometimes over-
lapping phenotypes, as largely described for the periph-
eral immune system [5, 25].
PLCγ2-deficient mice are viable, but exhibit haemor-

rhaging in various organs in addition to severe immuno-
deficiency [5]. PLCγ2 LOF causes impaired Fc-receptor-
mediated responses in mast cells, platelets and macro-
phages [25]. However, the deficits in B-cell development
and function are the more pronounced effects described
to date. These include completely ablated calcium re-
sponses downstream of the B-cell receptor, affecting the
ability to respond to stimuli, and reduced antibody pro-
duction [5]. Although there are no reported cases of
humans with PLCγ2 deficiency [101], human iPSC
PLCγ2 KO differentiated into microglia-like cells are un-
able to properly phagocytose, and produce an insuffi-
cient response to lipid challenge (see section above,
[34]). Therefore, loss of PLCγ2 severely impacts mostly
immune cells, and hampers key responses to insult. It is
tempting to speculate that a reduced PLCγ2 function in
brain immune cells might lead to an increased risk of
dementia, however convincing data to support this are
currently lacking.
At the opposite side of the spectrum, the majority of

hypermorphic variants (S707Y, Y495C, D993G) have
been identified in the context of APLAID disorders, and
in some mouse models with autoinflammatory pheno-
types [3, 109, 110]. The B-cell disturbances observed in
patients with APLAID are varied, ranging from mild to
severe, in line with the wide spectrum of inflammatory
and immune-deficiency phenotypes. Newly characterised
APLAID mutations (A708P, L848P, L845P-L848Del,
M1141) have been associated with the most severe out-
come described so far, including complete B-cell depletion
and agamma-globulinemia, leading to severe multisyste-
mic autoinflammation, cutaneous manifestations [100,
111], and recurrent bacterial infections [100]. Interest-
ingly, some defects described for peripheral cells of certain
patients with APLAID mutations, more closely resembled
those observed in PLCγ2-deficient mice [101].
It is unknown whether innate immune cells in the

brain would be similarly affected by these GOF variants,
as no neurological phenotypes have been described for
these patients so far. Only one study reported a patient
with slight psychomotor retardation, and seizures that
were attributed to CNS vasculitis [111].
Different degrees of severity have also been described

for mouse models bearing hypermorphic spontaneous
mutations (Ali14 and Ali5 [109, 112]). These models

seem to recapitulate features of the human diseases, in-
cluding chronic inflammation accompanied by hyperre-
active B-cells and expansion of innate inflammatory cells
[102, 112]. Again, no investigation has been carried out
on the CNS, and no evident neurological phenotypes
have been reported for these mice. It would be of inter-
est to investigate whether PLCγ2 GOF can exacerbate
neurodegeneration in these contexts.
Finally, genomic deletions within the PLCG2 coding

region cause PLAID disorders, which manifest with
cold-induced urticaria and variable immunologic defects,
including antibody deficiency and autoimmune disease
[113]. PLAID-affected individuals have reduced PLCγ2-
mediated signal transduction at physiological tempera-
tures, despite constitutive enzyme activation [3, 113].
PLCG2 GOF polymorphisms have also been recently

associated with other disorders, such as inflammatory
bowel disease [114] and resistance of chronic lympho-
cytic leukaemia cells to the BTK inhibitor ibrutinib [99,
115]. A potential link between PLCG2 and macular de-
generation has also been described [116].
From studies in the peripheral immune system, it has

emerged that some of the effects of PLCγ2 GOF might
be mediated via the activation of the NLRP3 inflamma-
some [31, 100]. Additionally, PLCγ2 activation in micro-
glia, monocyte/macrophages, dendritic and mast cells
has been linked to increased cytokine production [32,
35]. However, it remains to be demonstrated whether
microglial activation of NLRP3 occurs downstream of
PLCγ2 activation. Notably, the outcome of PLCγ2 GOF
mutations varies greatly depending on the type of activa-
tion produced (e.g. constitutive vs stimulated) and, most
importantly, on the cellular context and signalling cascade
this enzyme is wired in. Indeed, in microglia, signalling
through TREM2 typically dampens this pro-inflammatory
response [33, 34]. The effect of PLCγ2 activation on
NLRP3-mediated inflammation may be receptor
dependent and, in the presence and context of TREM2
signalling, there may not be an exacerbation of this spe-
cific inflammatory response. More specific studies should
be carried out to address the changes in wiring and signal
transduction in microglia with PLCγ2 variants.
To the contrary, the slightly hypermorphic p.P522R

polymorphism has been associated with a strong pro-
tective effect (see above). This protective action has been
demonstrated with respect to neurological symptoms,
and therefore it is most likely to be mediated by the
brain immune cells: microglia. However, it is now
known that communication between the CNS and the
peripheral immune systems is crucial, and monocyte in-
filtration in the brain could influence microglia re-
sponses [117]. As a recent study on a centenarian cohort
suggested, this variant could exert a beneficial effect on
the entire immune system and promote healthy ageing
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[9], thus indicating that protection might also be medi-
ated via the peripheral immune system, and could span
the entire organism.
Despite the variable range of disturbances observed

both in individuals and mouse/cell models with PLCγ2
mutations, too little or too much PLCγ2 activity is detri-
mental to immune function – as documented primarily
at the peripheral level – and the effects produced by
these disease-associated variants cannot be rescued by
homeostatic compensatory mechanisms.
In conclusion, TREM2 signalling critically influences

microglial functional and metabolic states; and PLCγ2
constitutes a central node controlling neuroinflamma-
tion both in peripheral immune cells and in brain micro-
glia. Activation state of the TREM2/PLCγ2 pathway
might be regarded as an indicator of a specific microglial
responsive cell state. According to the Goldilocks
principle, “just enough” activation of this pathway sup-
ports beneficial immune responses, and prevents detri-
mental effects impacting severely on the immune
system, and its capacity to respond to insults.

Modulation of the TREM2/PLCγ2 signalling pathways for
the development of disease-modifying therapies for
dementia
Boosting protective microglia
Although microglia are heavily implicated in the patho-
genesis of AD [118], exactly how they affect AD path-
ology, and their interplay with Aβ and tau, are
incompletely understood. Genetics provides a great
starting point to the process of identifying key contribu-
tors to disease and untangling the function of key genes
involved in neurodegeneration.
TREM2 is upregulated in microglia in AD human

brains and in several models of neurodegenerative
disorders [14]. It is unclear whether this would also
lead to increased pathway activation. Key questions
remain regarding how much more activation could be
achieved beyond existing activation, and whether the
beneficial effect could vary across disease progression.
Additionally, whether positive modulation of the
TREM2/PLCγ2 pathway would translate to a more ef-
ficient response to insults and clearance of dead cells,
pathogenic proteins, or aggregates that accumulate
with aging – as suggested in the sections above –
needs further investigation. However, recent in vivo
and in vitro models seem to support the idea that ac-
tivation of Trem2 leads to reduced amyloidogenesis
by a more efficient clearance, and promotes cell
phagocytosis and survival, at least in mouse models
([46], see more below).
These protective/beneficial effects could be mediated

by several cellular mechanisms:

– More efficient lipid metabolism, leading to more
metabolically and immunologically responsive
immune cells [19, 34]

– Increased survival [39, 119]
– Subtle activation of processes dependent on release

of intracellular calcium stores – including assembly
of the NLRP3 inflammasome [9], increased motility,
and phagocytosis – leading to the promotion of
initial immune response that stops development of
aggregation-related pathology/accumulation of dam-
aged membranes [120]

Additionally, non-cell autonomous effects on other cell
types, due to microglial direct interaction or release of
cytokines and neurotrophic or synaptotrophic molecules,
such as TNF-alpha [121, 122], could contribute to main-
tain a healthy CNS throughout ageing [123].

Therapeutics under development
Current evidence, as described in the previous section,
points to the enhancement of TREM2 signalling as a
promising candidate for AD therapy [124]. Several
TREM2-targeting drugs are under development, with
some approaches at more advanced stages than others
(reviewed in Lewcock et al. [124]). Agonistic monoclonal
antibodies directed at the receptor, now in clinical trial
phase 2, seem to reduce neurotoxic plaques and neurite
dystrophy in a mouse model of AD [125]. Furthermore,
single cell RNA-seq analysis revealed that a variant of
the antibody in trial, AL002c, leads to the expansion of
microglia transitioning from homeostatic to DAM, and
proliferating microglia, promoting metabolic activation
[125]. Other similar strategies, based on monoclonal
antibodies (4D9), act via a dual mechanism: as direct ag-
onists of the TREM2 signalling, and by stabilizing
TREM2 on the cell surface and reducing its shedding
[46]. This strategy demonstrated increased microglial
uptake of myelin debris and amyloid β-peptide in vitro,
and reduced amyloid plaque burden in the cortex of
APPNLGF mice [46]. Notably, Gratuze et al. [13] sug-
gested that potentiating the TREM2 pathway might be
beneficial only during a specific time window (e.g. early
disease stages).
Although genetic evidence suggests that mild potenti-

ation of PLCγ2 signalling downstream of TREM2 is
protective (see above), no specific PLCγ2-targeted thera-
peutics have been developed to date. Additionally, the lack
of a reliable inhibitor/activator directed at PLC isoforms
specifically, and therefore the lack of a reference tool com-
pound for validation, has hampered the generation of
bona fide PLCγ2 modulators. Indeed, both inhibitors and
activators/potentiators would provide as useful therapeu-
tics in different diseases (from APLAID to AD, see chap-
ter: “The spectrum of clinical phenotypes manifested by
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TREM2 and PLCG2 polymorphisms”). As discussed
above, the newly generated structural data could help in
designing ad-hoc small drug molecules that act at specific
domains.

A note of caution
Alternative strategies could act on other enzymes in the
TREM2/PLCγ2 signalling cascade. For instance, it has
been suggested that p.R47H leads to hyperactivation of
Akt downstream of Trem2 [38], therefore, Akt inhibitors
could be considered as a potential approach to modulate
disease-enhancing microglia states. However, as the main
mediator of PI3K signalling, Akt is a central effector
downstream of several signal transduction pathways, and
it is involved in numerous cellular responses, such as pro-
tein synthesis, cell proliferation, cell motility, metabolism,
survival, apoptosis, cell growth and cytokine production.
Akt acts via the modulation of proteins such as mamma-
lian target of rapamycin (mTOR), the Bcl-2 antagonist of
cell death, caspase 9, glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta, p70
S6 kinase, fork head transcription factors, proline-rich Akt
substrate of 40 kDa, and nuclear factor kappa B [126]. In-
deed, BMDMs from Trem2-deficient mice show a defect-
ive energetic state, as a result of reduced mTOR
signalling. An alternative Trem2-independent activation
of mTOR ameliorates this defect [127]. Therefore, Akt in-
hibitors might interfere with a wide range of functions, es-
pecially the regulation of metabolic states in microglia. So
far, these cascades have been mostly studied in vitro and/
or in surrogate cell lines (such as BV2), and they still need
to be thoroughly mapped in microglia cells and in specific
disease-contexts.
As the activity of the immune system needs to be

tightly balanced, immunomodulatory therapies
should be evaluated with caution, in order to

minimise potential side effects [128]. Microglia share
much of their genetic make-up, complement of pro-
teins, and function, with other immune cells, par-
ticularly macrophages [129]. Outside of the CNS,
TREM2 and PLCγ2 are also expressed in tissue-
resident macrophages. Additionally, PLCγ2 is present
in circulating monocytes, platelets and B-cells,
amongst other immune cells (see sections above, [3,
130]). TREM2 and PLCγ2 are important for osteo-
clast development and function [4]. As described
above, the effects of TREM2/PLCγ2 pathway modu-
lation are cell type dependent. Therefore, the benefi-
cial effect of a therapeutic agent on microglia
function in the brain might be accompanied by a
dysregulation of other immune cells’ function and
other tissues/organs, such as bones and liver [131].
Hence, it is fundamental to take into consideration
the impact of TREM2/PLCγ2 modulation on the
broader immune system, with special regard to con-
ditions where the immune function is already com-
promised, for instance during ageing and diseases
which alter normal tissue homeostasis (e.g. metabolic
disorders and cancer). Given the newly identified
role for the TREM2/ApoE axis in cancer [132], care
should be taken when evaluating those therapies that
enhance TREM2, in order to prevent unwanted ef-
fects on immunosuppressive myeloid cells [133].

Conclusions
The last decade has seen a plethora of studies linking
immune-relate genes to AD [1, 6]. These findings have
placed TREM2 and PLCγ2 at the centre of mechanisms
in AD pathogenesis, and as key targets for therapeutic
modulation.

Fig. 4 Strategies to tackle questions around TREM2/PLCγ2, and identify therapeutics for AD. The combination of efforts from several disciplines
(including structural biology, immunology and neurobiology) and the assessment of mouse and human models, together with the generation of
new selective pharmacological tools for TREM2/PLCγ2 will help to address these questions
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Despite the advances in the understanding of these
pathways, and their contribution to immune cell func-
tion, many challenges remain to be addressed:

– Effects on the immune cells. It is still unknown how
protection via TREM2/PLCγ2 is mediated, and
whether this is due to an effect on microglia or the
peripheral immune system (or an interplay of both).
Further studies will also need to address how this
model fits with the activation of (and crosstalk with)
other immune receptors upstream of PLCγ2 in
innate immune cells – including TLRs and Fc
receptors.

– Role of the local environment and different cell/
disease states. It would be important to determine
how this pathway is regulated in different scenarios,
and at different stages of disease progression –
including a substrate of an ageing immune system,
with altered metabolism/bioenergetics and declined
immune function.

– Therapeutic considerations. We need to investigate
what the best way to modulate the activity of
TREM2/PLCγ2 would be, without eliciting
unwanted side effects. Moreover, it will be crucial to
determine at which stage of disease progression
would an intervention be beneficial, and whether a
genotype-based stratification of the patients would
be required to identify which patients might benefit
the most (e.g. based on TREM2/APOE genotype).
An additional consideration for pharmacological
modulation would be how tuneable the pathway is.
It is still to be determined a) what the desired
amount of activation is, and b) whether we can
achieve a suitable amount of activation via a particu-
lar target, or modality, or mechanism.

– Risks and safety issues. Activating this pathway
might affect the immune system broadly, and
potentially impact on metabolism and fertility. In
the CNS, this could lead to increased inflammation /
synaptic pruning. In the peripheral immune system,
concerns could arise around the promotion of
inflammatory disorders or cancer (see above).

The combination of efforts from several disciplines
(including structural biology, immunology and neuro-
biology) and the assessment of mouse and human
models, together with the generation of new selective
pharmacological tools for TREM2/PLCγ2, will help to
address these questions, and specifically modulate this
pathway for protection/therapy against AD (Fig. 4). Ul-
timately, these findings are propelling a shift of paradigm
around the role of microglia in AD: this is crucial to in-
crease our understanding of the disease, and properly
design new therapeutic strategies.
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